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Pope faces Covid-19 ‘tempest’ alone in St Peter’s Square
Saturday, 28 Mar 2020 08:25 AM
MYT

ing, as he stood under a canopy protecting him from a downpour.

VATICAN CITY, March 28 — Pope
Francis stood alone in vast Saint Peter’s Square yesterday to bless Catholics around the world suffering under
the coronavirus pandemic, urging
people to ease their fears through
faith.

He described the coronavirus
“tempest” which he said had put everybody “in the same boat”.

“Thick darkness has gathered over
our squares, our streets and our cities; it has taken over our lives, filling
everything with a deafening silence
and a distressing void, that stops everything as it passes by,” he said.
In a historic first, the Argentine performed the rarely recited “Urbi et
Orbi” blessing from the steps of the
basilica to an empty square, addressing those in lockdown across the
globe via television, radio and social
media.
“We find ourselves afraid and lost,” he
said in a homily ahead of the bless-

The hour had come to “reawaken and
put into practice that solidarity and
hope capable of giving strength, support and meaning to these hours
when everything seems to be floundering”, he said.
‘Did not listen’
The blessing — which translates as
“To the City (Rome) and the World”
— is usually given on just three occasions: when a pope is elected, and
each year at Christmas and Easter.
The pontiff traditionally speaks out
against armed conflicts around the
globe before delivering the Urbi et
Orbi blessing.
But yesterday, the Covid-19 pandemic which has already killed more than
Pope Francis
arrives to St.
Peter’s Square to
deliver an
extraordinary
'Urbi et Orbi'
blessing —
normally given
only at Christmas
and Easter -, as a
response to the
global
coronavirus
disease
pandemic, at the
Vatican March
27, 2020. —
Reuters pic
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Pope faces Covid-19 ‘tempest’ alone in St Peter’s Square - continued
23,000 people was in his sights — and humanity’s errors and lack of faith leading up to the crisis.
“We have gone ahead at breakneck speed, feeling powerful and able to do anything. Greedy for
profit, we let ourselves get caught up in things,
and lured away by haste,” said Francis in his
homily.
“We were not shaken awake by wars or injustice across the world, nor did we listen to the cry
of the poor or of our ailing planet. We carried on
regardless, thinking we would stay healthy in a
world that was sick.”
Today was not “the time of your judgement,” the
Pope clarified, but rather a time for people to
focus on the important, “a time to separate what
is necessary from what is not.”
Pope Francis is pictured at St. Peter’s Square
during an extraordinary ‘Urbi et Orbi’ — normally given only at Christmas and Easter —, as a
response to the global coronavirus disease pandemic, at the Vatican March 27, 2020. — Reuters pic
‘Forgotten people’
The pontiff saluted “ordinary people — often
forgotten people” who are showing courage and
selflessness in the current crisis, citing doctors

Pope Francis is pictured at St. Peter’s Square during an
extraordinary ‘Urbi et Orbi’ — normally given only at Christmas
and Easter —, as a response to the global coronavirus disease
pandemic, at the Vatican March 27, 2020. — Reuters pic

and nurses, supermarket employers, police
forces, volunteers, priests and nuns.
And at the end of the service, Francis granted
Catholics the chance to have a rare remission
for the punishment of sins.
Editors Note – We intend to publish the full “Urbi
et orbi” blessing in the June edition of The Spirit
magazine.

Welcome to Spirit Extra 3
Well, I must say I never expected to get to the
third edition of Spirit Extra but here we are, still
in these extraordinary times and getting a little
more restless by the day I think!
I was speaking to one of my sisters this morning
and talking of when/if the government can/will
begin relaxing the restrictions. Coming from a
farming community her comment was “Well, I
would not want to be the one on the gate trying
to let them through slowly. I think we will all
want to rush through together just like those silly
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sheep.”
I suspect most of us would agree. I was summonsed to the Doctors surgery this week to
have my flu injection. Very different to the usual
clinic visit:
Wait in car in car park and doctor will phone you
for consult, and, when she is satisfied, you put
on your mask and can proceed to the door.
More checks and hand sanitizer, then go directly to door?
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Welcome to Spirit Extra 3 - continued
All simple, safe, and achievable, but?
I got back into the car and thought, “Who can I
call for a coffee? “
These are just little things in the big scheme of
things, and compared to those who have lost
employment and businesses, absolutely nothing. However, we do need to recognize that
there is “loss” associated with these little freedoms too.
And, we do need to have a little whinge every
now and then to our long -suffering friends.
This does not mean we are unaware of the suffering around us; it just reminds us that we are
human with all the common faults and failings of
our kind. And, having “had a whinge” we can
then return to being the positive people of hope
we are.
But above all, be kind to one another. We are
in a “hot house” situation, and now more than
ever, when anger flares, we need to step back
and think things through properly before reacting. I did NOT do this today and hurt someone
needlessly. It was inexcusable and, is not a
good feeling!
Thank you to all who have phoned or emailed to
say how much you have enjoyed Spirit Extra
and thank us for putting it together. I get the
easy part; it is Michael O’Leary (Helen says this
as though she gave me a choice - MO’L) who
has had the tedious work of layout, uploading to
the website and making sure all the links work.
It all seems worthwhile when we know you have
enjoyed reading it. So keep the responses and
suggestions coming so we know that we are
giving you what you want.
Continue to do what it is you can to best assist
in getting us through these times and where
possible, remember to support where you can.
Our parish continues to operate and the need to
keep up our financial support if we can is crucial
in order for us to “bounce” back quickly. There

are also many calls on our local St Vincent de
Paul conference, and you may be able to assist
in a small way.
We have again given you a variety of websites
to check and find lots of interesting things to
read and do, and we have included some competitions for the children this time too. Please
keep your minds active and stretched.
We need to be very aware of getting plenty of
exercise for both mind and body to avoid feeling
depressed and lonely.
Remember to go back to the parish website:
http://www.cam.org.au/ringwoodnorth/SpiritExtra
View our previous editions, with health websites, and other helpful information. We do not
want to be repeating information each time.
Continue to pray, stay strong, and trust in your
God. This too, will passAs always in providing these listings we are not
promoting any goods or services, apart from
those of our advertisers.
The contents of this Spirit Extra Three are offered in an effort to support our community
through this time and do not necessarily represent the views of the editors, our Parish Priest,
or the people of Holy Spirit Parish.
NOTE: I had just finished writing this when I
heard of the tragedy that unfolded on the
Eastern Freeway on Thursday evening.
There are no words to express the absolute
devastation caused to all of the immediate
families involved, and to all the members of
the Victorian Police Force. A member of the
Force once told me “It is less likely the dangerous situation will kill you. It is more likely to be the mundane”.
Our hearts, prayers and thoughts go out to
the families of the deceased.
Being in lockdown is such a “little” thing.
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The Loss of Easter
Fr Andrew Hamilton SJ—03 April 2020
The loss this year of those rituals and traditions that mark Easter also bring to light the
original depths of the Easter story.
For many of us this year the celebration of Easter
Sunday this year will feel more like Lent or Passion Week. That will be the case for all our fellow
Australians, too. There will be no football, no concerts, no interstate or international travel, few
schools to have holidays from, no family gatherings. The atmosphere, too, will be one of constraint, not freedom. Fear and anxiety about the
future will stay close to us. We are all captive to
coronavirus.
These restrictions are hurtful, but they may also
open us to the depths of the story of the first Easter.
In the Gospel stories Easter Sunday dawns in a
world remarkably like our own this year. There is
nothing to celebrate. Jesus’ world has been shut
down; his disciples are hiding away in locked
rooms in fear that they will be the next to be arrested; the only people in the streets apart from
the police are a couple of Jesus’ friends, mostly
women. Their love, which has overcome their
fear, draws them out to visit his tomb.
Hope temporarily lost
As Easter Sunday dawns his followers have not
only lost a friend and a leader. They have also lost
the hope that they placed in him, and the reason
for following him. They walked with him because
they believed that God would act through him to
free his people. The crucifixion of Jesus had
proved that belief to be absurd and had taken
away any grounds for hope. The leaders of his
own people had disowned him. The Roman au-

Would you believe …?
The fattest knight at King Arthur’s round table
was Sir Cumference. He became round after
too much pi
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thorities had done what they were expert at. They
killed Jesus slowly outside the city, leaving him
nailed naked and writhing to a timber pole, stripping away his humanity and any hope that he
would bring freedom. For his disciples Easter
Sunday dawned in a desert.
The Gospel stories at Easter time are not just
about celebration. They describe in different ways
the disciples’ transition from despair at the death
of a friend and of their own hopes to joy and the
realisation that God has freed them though his
death. Disciples cowering behind locked doors
find Jesus present with them. Disciples leaving
Jerusalem in grief find that he has been walking
with them. Mary Magdalene goes to the tomb in
grief to anoint his corpse finds him waiting for her
unrecognised outside the tomb. These stories all
point to God’s presence and victory in what
seemed to be a crushing and final defeat.
God’s love is with us
In a stirring passage, Paul begins with the words
‘Nothing can separate us from the love of God’.
He goes on to list the human catastrophes that
might be expected to do so. He was confident because he believed so strongly that God had raised
Jesus from the dead.
Today he might add to his list all the experiences
of coronavirus – the sickness, death, isolation,
impoverishment and loneliness that it has brought
with it. For him the raising of Jesus meant that
beyond these things lay a hope and love stronger
than death.
This year, as we contemplate all the things that
could separate us from hope, Easter invites all of
us to ask what matters to us deeply enough to
sustain us in the face of loss and death. It invites
us, too, to ask for a deeper faith and hope.
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Homily by Fr. Frank Brennan
Homily By Fr Frank Brennan, Rector at Newman College, Wednesday of Holy Week, 8 April
2020. Listen at https://soundcloud.com/frankbrennan-6/homily-8420

how we might reply to those who are weary,
those for whom darkness is never far away,
those having their ups and downs trying to keep
themselves together.

Today, the Wednesday of Holy Week on the
cusp of our Easter Triduum, we hear the words
of the prophet Isaiah, Chapter 50:

The other key person in the court proceedings
is Cardinal George Pell who now walks free after 400 days in prison, most often solitary confinement. He too has issued a statement:

Does anyone start proceedings
against me?
Then let us go to court together.
Who thinks he has a case against me?
Let him approach me.
Yesterday the nation witnessed a huge court
case bringing to conclusion the trial of Cardinal
George Pell. The court decision has triggered
many reactions around the country, despite our
physical distancing and isolation. There are
many voices out there – if not in the streets,
then on the airwaves. Let’s be attentive to the
voices of those most involved in these court
proceedings.
None of us knows the identity of the complainant, nor should we. We know him only as Mr J.
Yesterday he issued a statement through his
lawyer saying:
‘My journey has been long and I am relieved
that it is over. I have my ups and downs. The
darkness is never far away. Despite the stress
of the legal process and public controversy I
have tried hard to keep myself together. I am
OK. I hope that everyone who has followed this
case is OK.’
Isaiah says:
So that I may know how to reply to the wearied
he provides me with speech.
Each morning he wakes me to hear,
to listen like a disciple.
The Lord Yahweh has opened my ear.
Whatever our view about the court decision,
let’s open our ears to hear Mr J and all those
who have suffered dreadful trauma in their
lives. Let’s use our power of speech to learn

‘I hold no ill will toward my accuser, I do not
want my acquittal to add to the hurt and bitterness so many feel; there is certainly hurt and
bitterness enough. The only basis for long term
healing is truth and the only basis for justice is
truth, because justice means truth for all.’
Isaiah says:
For my part, I made no resistance
neither did I turn away.
I offered my back to those who struck me,
my cheeks to those who tore at my beard;
I did not cover my face
against insult and spittle.
The Lord Yahweh comes to my help,
so that I am untouched by the insults.
Whatever the graffiti on cathedral walls and
whatever the demonstrations outside the Carmelite monastery, let’s not bear ill will towards
each other, let’s not allow this latest court ruling
to add to the bitterness and hurt which so many
are feeling at this time.
Let’s pray for Mr J and Cardinal Pell this Easter
that they might be assured that justice, truth and
healing are near at hand. Let’s speak truth to
power. Let’s enact justice where there is oppression. Let’s be attentive to the tender moments of healing even in the midst of controversy and division. Let’s make our way to the passion, death and resurrection of the Lord.
We gratefully acknowledge Fr Brennan and
Australian Jesuit News for permission to reprint
this article. http://jesuit.org.au/
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Our Parish Updates
THE WORD - the parish weekly news is still
being produced and is available on the parish website – http://www.cam.org.au/holyspirit/
The-Word-Newsletter
Each week there will be the general notices plus
Sunday readings, prayers of intercession, homily reflection and other prayers and reflections.
And, if you have been having trouble locating
the Spirit and Spirit Extra follow this link for The
Spirit magazinehttp://www.cam.org.au/holyspirit/The-SpiritMagazine
And this link for The Spirit Extrahttp://www.cam.org.au/ringwoodnorth/SpiritExtra

Dad Jokes

and other Philosophy for you to ponder

My friend keeps saying, “Cheer up man, it could
be worse, you could be stuck underground in a
hole full of water.” I know he means well.
How do you make holy water? You boil the hell
out of it.
If a child refuses to sleep during nap time, are
they guilty of resisting a rest?
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VALE
VALE

his own journey with Motor Neurone Disease.

Father Peter Robinson

He gave courage and comfort to so many of our
readers who faced similar journeys and we especially thank him for that.

Joined his God on 14th March 2020

A great friend of Holy Spirit Parish of many
years, Father Peter passed away in Box Hill
Hospital on 14th March 2020. He had been in ill
health for some time prior to hospitalization and
mercifully, only spent a relatively short time
there prior to his death.
We will remember “Robbo” in the next edition of
The Spirit but, as he died just before the country
went in to lockdown, we were afraid many of
you might not have known.
Father Peter instigated the annual pilgrimage to
the Warnambool races, and was known to have
taken the odd tour to the Holy Land etc.
The stories of Fr Peter are legendary. A wonderful man and priest, his warm sense of humour under all circumstances was one of his
greatest strengths.
He was a friend and a very great supporter of
The Spirit magazine; his encouragement and
support were greatly appreciated.
We will remember Father appropriately when
we are once again able to congregate. He will
be greatly missed by many.

VALE
Michael John Bowden OAM
Born on 21 March 1947 and caught the escalator to
Mystery on Holy Saturday, the 11th April 2020.
Readers of The Spirit magazine will be very familiar
with the Gospel Reflections Michael wrote each
week, with one always being included in each edition, and his courage and generosity in sharing the
journey of his beloved wife Jude into dementia and,

He wrote his last Reflection for the Fourth Sunday of
Lent and we will publish this in the June edition of
The Spirit, along with further tributes.
I always received the group email from Michael with
the Subject being just Fourth Sunday of Lent 2020,
no fuss.
On Easter Sunday I received an email from his account with the simple subject line: Mike has gone to
Heaven.
I’m sure he has.
Michael was a generous man of great faith who inspired many, never hesitated to reach out to those
in need, and assist anyone who asked.
We offer our condolences to his family, who will
continue to be in our thoughts and prayers over the
coming months.
Michael’s funeral Mass was broadcast on YouTube
but the link I had is no longer current so you may
have to search.
The Funeral Mass Book is available at:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xu8v5wxxhltexeb/
Michael_Bowden_Mass.pdf
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Corona Funnies
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So this is Easter… a moment in history, a moment like none other
Like the women at the empty tomb we, too,
go in faith. We wait to see the risen one in
the midst of this global pandemic, writes
Catherine McCahill SGS.
On the first day of the week, Mary Magdalene
and the other women came to the tomb of Jesus, and the young man said to them, “Do not
be afraid … Jesus of Nazareth … has been
raised … Look there is the place they laid him
…” (Mark 16:6)
At first glance, this seems such an ambiguous,
unusual demand. They are told to look at the
empty “place”, the dark tomb, the place where
they had seen the battered, crucified, dead
body of Jesus laid just three days earlier. There
is nothing to see, no sign of what has happened, nothing to salve the pain and grief of
their troubled hearts and minds, apart from this
unknown young man.
According to the Australian biblical scholar, Michael Trainor, “This is the place of absence, foreignness and otherness which must be ‘seen’
through silent contemplation. Denial, withdrawal
without attention, or an avoidance of recognising what has happened will not enable the community of disciples in whatever moment of history to proclaim the resurrection.”
So what do we see, in this, our moment in history, a moment like none other?
A world in the grip of a pandemic: COVID-19
confronts us on every continent, among all peoples. The statistics are frightening; the contagion is rapid; and the deaths are multiplying.
Health systems are crippled by the demands,
and economies are set to topple. We are horrified, scared, exhausted, isolated and powerless.
The young man at the empty tomb continues
speaking to the women, “Go tell his disciples he
is going ahead of you to Galilee; there you will
see him” (Mark 16:7). In their fear and distress,
they set out. They set out because they have
enough courage – courage marked by exposure
to the darkness of the empty tomb – to believe
that Jesus still goes ahead and will meet them
on the way.
It takes courage to live this radical discipleship,
to follow the way of the crucified, waiting in
darkness for light, for glimpses of our loving

God.
The women go together. They go in faith, faith
forged by the journey so far.
We, too, go in faith. We wait to see the risen
one in the midst of this pandemic.
Our churches are empty, our liturgies homebased. Our communities are unable to gather;
two is the new crowd limit. And yet, we are courageous enough to proclaim, “The Lord is truly
risen … and we have seen him”.
Yes, we have seen him. We have seen him
these weeks in so many places: on the faces of
children sending messages to absent grandparents, on the anguished faces of frontline health
workers deficit of sufficient resources and burying their colleagues, in the unending queues for
social security or food, in the determination of
teachers to provide quality education for all including those deprived of internet access, in
kind neighbours who deliver food and messages to those who are isolated.
Brisbane’s Archbishop Mark Coleridge expounds on this in his Easter homily: “God is always in the darkness. That is where Easter begins. There is a blessing even in this strangest
of Easters. In the midst of this crisis, there is a
blessing. Easter not only promises the blessing
to us, but it calls us to discover that blessing. So
this Easter is like no other in many, many ways
but in the deepest way this Easter is the same
as every Easter before and every Easter to
come, summoning us to touch God in the darkness and allow God to turn our darkness, the
darkness of this crisis, into the light that never
ends.”
So we, Christians, are being “called” to discover
the blessing of the risen Christ. As in every other moment of history, we will touch God in the
darkness, in our solitude and as community.
As we have moved to this new mode of living,
“staying at home”, I have been moved and challenged by so many who have come to appreciate the space, the solitude, the time apart. In
some cases, it is simply time gained from not
travelling to work, while for others it is appreciation for music, for family, for cooking, and even
for cleaning. Some others among us are struggling with the isolation, new waves of mental
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So this is Easter… continued
health issues and family violence. Yet we are
called to seek God in the darkness.
Perhaps, the greatest blessing for the human
community of this crisis is the deepening sense
of community. We are all in this together: person by person, family by family, nation by nation. We depend on each other. We need each
other to maintain good hygiene, to “stay home”,
to provide health services, to provide food and
essential services, to teach our children. We
need each other to maintain social connection
in a time of unprecedented physical separation.
As we set out on our road to Galilee, we are invited to notice the risen Jesus. We know the
darkness and we have seen glimmers of the
resurrection.
Here we sing Alleluia in hope, as pilgrims on the
way.
Let us sing then, as travellers sing along the
road.
Sing with one another.

Sing loudly
Lift your spirits by singing together.
Sing up – but keep on walking. (St Augustine)
Catherine McCahill
Good Samaritan Sister Catherine McCahill is
currently a member of the leadership of the Sisters of the Good Samaritan. Prior to her election, she was involved in education for over 30
years, in secondary schools and, more recently,
at a tertiary level in biblical studies and religious
education.
This article by Catherine McCahill SGS was
first published in the April 2020 edition of
The Good Oil, the e-magazine of the Good
Samaritan Sisters. Please consider reading
and signing up to receive this great publication at
https://www.goodsams.org.au/article/2020/04/

Book lovers and All sorts of other things to do
The Yarra Valley Writers Festival has moved
online and will be streaming events on Saturday 9
May. Check out their line-up at
https://www.yarravalleywritersfestival.com/.
Sign up for free weekly notes/ideas
https://live.weekendnotes.com/
City of Melbourne https://whatson.melbourne.vic.gov.au/
This is an excellent website - Find fitness classes of
all descriptions to do at home, along with a variety of
virtual events, including Culture online; Food Delivery, and online Learning.
Fun for not yet adults ACMI Make that screen time active with ACMI’s awesome interactive games. Aspiring movie makers
can write their own script and learn shorthand basics. Dive into stop-motion animation and create a
cracking contraption, Wallace & Gromit style. Or go
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behind the console and get coding with the video
game builder.
Design and develop digital versions of IRL playground games using Scratch. Younger ones can get
inside the world of Horton Hears a Who. They’ll love
to make a mini garden for Whoville.
Craft Sustainable Zines
Bust out the textas for an online zine demo with artist
Ashley Ronning. Use sustainable materials to make
an eight-page zine. Dive into a range of materials to
create your own unique mini mag. Great for all ages,
especially young adults. 11 to 19 April.
Get arty with the virtual NGV
Didn’t manage to get the kids to KAWS or Keith Haring? Now’s your chance to take a virtual tour of the
NGV International exhibitions for free.
Download colourful activity sheets and eBooks to
transform the kitchen into a studio. Little artists can
draw their own Escher optical illusions. Or design a
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runway collection with Romance Was Born.

Queen Victoria Market

Or send them on a treasure hunt through the virtual
galleries of the NGV’s Digital Collection. Challenge
them to find a farm, a mermaid and Louis the dog.

Pre-order and pick-up

And please check our previous issues of Spirit Extra
for website information re the Museum, Zoo, etc. -

http://www.cam.org.au/ringwoodnorth/SpiritExtra

Pre-order produce directly from more than 40 Market
stalls, then collect from the Queen Street pick-up
zone. Available on Market days https://qvm.com.au/
pickup/
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More things to do
MEMO MUSIC HALL – LIVE STREAM SERIES.
https://www.memomusichall.com.au/
SUN 26 APRIL 7.30 PM The Black Sorrows
A personal note from Joe Camilleri:
"I hope you’re able to sit back, forget about the
craziness that’s upon us and tune into something else. Spend an hour with us while we all
wait for the world to change again."
Digital tickets are just $12.
SAT MAY 2 - 7.30PM (AEST) Renee Geyer
SAT 13 JUNE - 7.30PM – Ross Wilson
SAT 20 JUNE -7.30PM –40th Anniversary of
the Blues Brothers film
Hugh Mackay – Conversations
Spirit magazine readers will be familiar with
Hugh Mackay’s great vision and knowledge of
Australian contemporary society through his research over many years – Try this
https://www.abc.net.au/radioaustralia/programs/conversations/hugh-mackay2020/12116632
SYDNEY DANCE COMPANY
Offering a variety of virtual classes online ranging in price from $12.00 - $90.00
https://tix.co/event/sydney-dance-companyvirtual-studio
Our guide to keeping the kids entertained (and
your sanity)
With all the kids' favourite places – parks, the
pool, other people's houses – out of bounds,
parents are scrambling for ways to juggle work,
life, education and fun without losing their
minds. If you're struggling to keep your offspring
out of your hair, check out our ideas below
http://blog.tix.co/our-guide-to-keeping-the-kidsentertained-and-your-sanity/
BASKETBALL
If you love this sport check out this website.
https://nbl.com.au/
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For Smaller Children
ARTPLAY – CITY OF MELBOURNE
https://artplay.cmail20.com/t/ViewEmail/j/EEBA
6EBF891BE20C2540EF23F30FEDED/CAF608
9046D7CA83405DC10595964AA8
https://www.craft.org.au/
You will find all of the following available from
these websites.
Make a shadow puppet
Create stories using shadows
Tell imaginative stories and act out creative
scenes with your very own shadow puppets.
This Craft Victoria tutorial shows you how to
make bold puppets to captivate your audience
at home. Learn more.
Craft a pair of binoculars
And many more wonderful and imaginative activities.
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A modest and muted Anzac Day
Andrew Hamilton

23 April 2020

This year the celebration of Anzac Day will be
muted. No marches, no large reunions, few
speeches at war memorials. The soldiers and others who lost their lives in war will be remembered,
however, as they should be. Indeed, the celebration will perhaps speak more eloquently because
of its simplicity.
In recent years the rhetoric surrounding Anzac
Day has become overblown. The day has been
depicted as a symbol of Australian power and military prowess, and so of the distinctive qualities of
Australian citizens. It has invested contemporary
Australians and their leaders with unearned qualities built on make-believe.
The construction of Anzac Day as a celebration of
an imagined heroic Australian identity obscures
the death and loss both of soldiers and of their
relatives and friends, the cost to families and to
Australian society of their loss, and the responsibility of their descendants to turn from war.
This year the backdrop against which Anzac Day
will be seen will not show idealised figures in warlike poses or sportsmen looking mean, but people
who have lost life and livings, first to bushfires and
now to the coronavirus.
In just a few months we have seen the reality of
bushfire with its devastation of forests and impoverishment of local people in the areas that it
touched. We have seen the ash and smelled the
smoke that drove away the comfortable illusion
that climate change was unreal, and if real, that it
was harmless.
And we have seen the cost that fire and sickness
have brought to many individuals and the strain
they have placed on communities. We have seen
our leaders aimless in the face of fire and, like the
rest of us, struggling to comprehend the COVID19 pandemic, and the vulnerability of an economy
built on debt. We have also seen them at their
best as they jettisoned their fixed ideas to respond
in order to address the threat to the community
posed by the virus.
'As we hold together Anzac Day and the trials of
this year, too, we remember and are grateful for
the humble and self-sacrificing lives hidden like
pearls in the darkness of each event.'

Above all we have seen the courage and generosity of many Australians, their willingness to sacrifice their own freedom of movement and financial
security for the good of the community. These are
not narrowly national qualities. They reflect the
best of our shared humanity.
When seen against the events of the year, Anzac
Day will be a calling to mind of things past, things
present and things future. We remember and stay
with the pain, loss and grief of those who died in
war and those who returned from it wounded in
body and spirit. We remember, too, the courage
and generosity with which so many supported one
another. We remember the pain of those who
grieved their deaths and whose lives were
changed forever by their wounding.
This year, too, the isolation and anxiety which
many share as we celebrate Anzac Day will echo
some aspects of the experience of soldiers in war.
This will be a time to remember and stay with the
pain, loss and grief of those who have died
through bushfire and virus, and the loss of those
whose lives have been devastated by them.
As we hold together Anzac Day and the trials of
this year, too, we remember and are grateful for
the humble and self-sacrificing lives hidden like
pearls in the darkness of each event. It is a day,
perhaps, to hold in special honour the unprotected
nurses, doctors and stretcher bearers who have
risked their lives in the face of bullets and viruses.
This year the celebration of Anzac Day will necessarily be modest in its exclusion of marches and
gatherings. It should also be modest in its rhetoric,
forsaking any glorification of the day that would
make the acts of generosity and bravery displayed
in battle typical of the nation today or of its leaders. It should allow us to grieve the lives lost and
forever shadowed in war and give thanks for the
more domestic virtues displayed in the aftermath
of war and the flu that followed it.
The celebration of Anzac Day also looks to the
future. If we grieve loss and give thanks for selfsacrifice on Anzac Day, we should also commit
ourselves to a future in which we turn from wars,
share burdens, give priority to the most disadvantaged, and shape a more just society.
We gratefully acknowledge Andrew Hamilton and
Eureka Street for their ongoing support of our publications by allowing us to reprint this quality article. If you have not already signed up to Eureka
Street please do.
https://www.eurekastreet.com.au/article/a-modestand-muted-anzac-day
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Rolls-Royce Young Designer Competition
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars is calling on aspiring
house-bound designers, up to the age of 16, to
design their dream Rolls-Royce of the future.

Once your child has created their masterpiece,
please enter the competition using the following
form.

We welcome multiple entries (one design per
submission) and hope this provides a distraction
Rolls-Royce designs and builds the world’s
from self-isolation and social-distancing
most extraordinary cars, each a unique expres- measures being adopted by many countries
sion of the owner’s personality, imagination and around the world.
creativity. Aspiring designers entering the comPlease note the competition closes at 12.00
petition are encouraged to draw on their own
BST on Monday 18th May 2020.
creativity and desires to imagine the design of
For any questions relating to the competition
their very own super-luxury car.
please email Corporate.Comms@rollsroycemotorcars.com.
The marque’s designers will judge all entries
and select an overall winner who will receive a
https://rollsrendered illustration of their design – a true
royceyoungdesignercompetition.com/

Reflection
“True happiness is…[enjoying] the present without anxious dependence on the future.” — Seneca
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Life in an Aged Care Home
I am a member the Blessed Sacrament Congregation. I am in my nineties and I live in the Mercy
Care home in Parkville, Melbourne. It’s the best
place to be in these Coronavirus times. No shopping. No cooking. My medications are brought to
me at the right times. I have a good room, Goldilocks size, and my favourite photos are hung up
on the walls.
I praise God that I’m so well looked after!
The nurses and carers are wonderful. It’s fascinating that most of the staff are from overseas. Would
you believe the country most represented is Nepal
with five or six on my floor. I like to ask them,
“How many times have you climbed Mt Everest?”.
In the whole home there are 30 plus from Nepal!
There is also one from Bhutan which is in the
same area. It is a mostly Buddhist country of less
than a million people and has the reputation of
being the happiest country in the world.

I have to take care of my eyes because they get
very dry but I’ve learned how to manage them.
A very capable doctor, Jean, comes every Tuesday.
I have a good radio so I can listen to the classical
music which I love and this entertains me. I also
have a TV so I can watch the news and whatever
else is on channel 2.
The only commercial channel I watch is channel 9
for the quiz program at 5.00 with Eddy McGuire as
the host. He is a very good entertainer. He likes to
tease the contestants by keeping them in suspense, not telling them straightaway if they ae
right or wrong.
I thank God I am in good health apart from the
various weaknesses I’ve mentioned.
I don’t have arthritis or multiple sclerosis or any of
those very serious problems.

There are also carers and nurses from India, Africa, Brazil, Turkey, and the Philippines. I like to
look up the details of these countries on the internet. This helps me to have a conversation with
these people about their country.

I am very fortunate.

One African is a Muslim who wears a veil. I call
her my Darling Muslim Cousin. We are people of
The Book along with the Jews.

Teilhard de Chardin was a Jesuit priest, a scientist
and a mystic.

Many of the carers are attractive young ladies.
I would never have dreamed years ago that I
would be showered and helped at the toilet by a
woman.
Before the Coronavirus struck, there were lots of
activities: mass every Wednesday, communion
service every Monday, exercises, movies, scrabble, trivia, carpet bowls (modified), ten pin bowls
(also modified). Most of these have now been cancelled or at least modified because of the 1.5 metre rule. So I spend most of the day in my room. I
could leave my room if I were able, but I can only
walk with the walking frame accompanied by a
carer.
One of my most urgent needs is to strengthen my
legs. A physio comes most days to give me exercises and this is very helpful.
Another problem I have is restless legs which is a
major nuisance at night. One or both legs twitch
uncontrollably. However, the doctor has now given
me some medication to take at night and it’s working. Alleluia! A good night’s sleep is a great start
for the day.

I really miss celebrating mass. I haven’t celebrated
the Eucharist for months now. I find this story
about Teilhard de Chardin very helpful.

When he was in China in 1923 on a scientific expedition, he was unable to celebrate Mass, but his
cosmic vision helped him to make up for the loss.
“Since … I have neither bread nor wine nor altar, I
will raise myself beyond these symbols, up to the
pure majesty of the real itself. I, your priest, will
make the whole earth my altar and on it I will offer
you all the labours and sufferings of the world … I
will place on my paten, O God, the harvest to be
won by this renewal of labour. Into my chalice I
shall pour all the sap which is to be pressed out
this day from the earth’s fruits.” (The Prayer of the
Universe, quoted by Fr Dr George Praseed
IMS, Vadyajyoti Journal of Theological Reflection, December 2006, p. 907)
I find this very inspiring as I am in a similar situation. I can’t celebrate mass because of my frailty. I
can’t even attend mass because of Covid -19.
However, in my prayer time I can reflect on the
wonders of the mass and imagine being present at
the celebration. When the gifts of bread and wine
are brought to the altar, there is a “holy exchange
of gifts” as some of the prayers over the gifts say. I
surrender myself to the Lord with all my frailties
and he gives himself to me.
In these serious times we must retain our sense of
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Life in an Aged Care Home - Continued
humour. Robert Mickens, journalist, offers these comments from biblical and historical people


"Stay calm and don't lose your head." – St. John the Baptist



"This is not the Apocalypse." – St. John the Evangelist



"Wash your hands often." – Pontius Pilate



"Avoid greeting people with a hug and kiss." – Judas



"Don't touch your eyes, nose, mouth or any open wounds." – St. Thomas the Apostle



"Pets and other animals cannot spread this disease." – St. Francis of Assisi

Frank O’Dea

Easter by Jane Galin (Issue 101)
A haunting innocence, and I yearn
to be unmasked, unshamed
not looking, always,
darkly through those lenses.

How still they are, these pilgrims,
their faces slack or straining,
in utter disregard
of mirror, camera, or any worldly eye.
They wait amid the beauty of white lilies,
and the gray stone of the piazza
wet with a Lenten rain
that fell in the night.

In prayer, self-forgotten,
they remind me of the raw unpainted faces
of women deep in mourning,
lost in plain view.

Or little children,
their unschooled faces pulled awry
by every hurt, want, perplexity;
or the unconforming faces, sometimes,
of the blind;
or the mistuned speech of the deaf.
THE
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Faces lowered or lifted, to thank or implore,
brows creased as if in pain,
they have fainted into themselves,
and are alone with God
in the public square.

They wait in the chilly darkness
where lanterns all went out
just before dawn.
How still they are, these pilgrims,
how closely gathered, seeming to ask,
Can we stay awake this time?
Can we keep the world from ending,
not by flood or fire
but by its own human hand?
https://imagejournal.org/article/easter/
Published with permission of Jane Galin and Image Journal

